IOM Completes Piped Water Systems in Refugee Settlements with Funding from UN CERF and European Union

Refugees in Kyaka II and Kyangwali settlements and their Ugandan host communities are benefiting from two piped water systems that the International Organization for Migration (IOM) recently completed, thanks to a EUR 2 million (UGX 8.3 billion) humanitarian aid package from the European Union. This substantial EU funding was complemented by project funds from the United Nations Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF). The two water systems were part of a one-year project aimed at strengthening the water and sanitation infrastructure for refugees and host communities in Uganda. Read more

Outgoing IOM Chief Honoured by President, UN and Staff

Outgoing IOM Uganda Chief of Mission was in October honoured by the UN Uganda Country Team (UNCT), the president and IOM staff. Abdül Abubaker has formally handed over a 30-seater Coaster bus and sick-bay equipment to the Immigration Training Academy Uganda (ITA). The donation was funded by the Better Migration Management (BMM) programme, a regional, multi-year and multi-partner initiative funded by the EU Emergency Trust Fund for Africa and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). BMM is coordinated by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ). 

Better Migration Management Programme Donates Bus to Immigration Academy

IOM Uganda has formally handed over a 30-seater Coaster bus and sick-bay equipment to the Immigration training Academy Uganda (ITA). The donation was funded by the Better Migration Management (BMM) programme, a regional, multi-year and multi-partner initiative funded by the EU Emergency Trust Fund for Africa and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). BMM is coordinated by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ).

Migration Film Festival Comes to Kampala with ‘One Way Ticket’

On 3 December, film lovers thronged Alliance Française in Kampala to watch “One Way Ticket,” as the Global Migration Film Festival got under way. The movie, directed by Gregoire Gisset and co-funded by IOM, is an emotional story of hope about men and women who lost everything to war and are now reinventing their lives in an entirely new world.

IOM completes Piped Water Systems in Refugee Settlements with Funding from UN CERF and European Union
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For media inquiries and other information, please contact IOM Uganda Public Information Officer Richard M Kavuma: ugandapiu@iom.int
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